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Mann Ki Baat 2.0

29th Episode, October 24, 2021

"AFTER 100 CRORE VACCINE DOSES,
INDIA IS MOVING AHEAD WITH NEW
ENTHUSIASM AND NEW ENERGY"
After India crossed the landmark of 100 crore vaccine doses its mention in the 'Mann Ki Baat'
program' was not unexpected. While addressing the nation in his monthly interaction PM Modi
shed light on the government initiative of 'Sabka Prayas' which enabled India to carry out
vaccination at a brisk pace. During the program, he also interacted with health workers who
went to inaccessible areas to provide vaccination to the common masses. While remembering
Lord Birsa Munda he called upon the youth to read about the contribution of tribals in the
freedom struggle. Among other issues, he also asserted the role of Swachhagrahis in the
cleanliness drive and praised women's contribution to national security. An excerpt:
VACCINE: After 100 crore vaccine doses, today the country is moving ahead with new enthusiasm,
new energy. The success of our vaccine program shows the power of India and the effectiveness of
the mantra of 'Sabka Praya'.
A GLOBAL HUB FOR TRADITIONAL MEDICINE: India is working extensively with the World Health
Organization for providing better infrastructure for traditional medicine. India is playing an important
role in solving the issues related to poverty alleviation and climate change. The country is working
closely with WHO to popularize Yoga and AYUSH. WHO will set up a global center for traditional
medicine in India.
REMEMBERING ATAL JI: Atal Ji made history by addressing the United Nations in Hindi. Atal
Ji had said- “Here I am not thinking about the power and importance of nations. The prestige and
progress of the common man are far more important to me. Ultimately, the only criterion to measure
our successes and failures is whether we strive to assure justice and dignity to the whole of human
society, virtually every man, woman, and child.” These words of Atal ji show us the direction even
today.
EMPOWERED WOMEN: Women like Hansa Mehta and Lakshmi Menon introduced the concept of
gender equality and women empowerment in the United Nations. In 1953, Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit
became the first woman President of the United Nations General Assembly. The number of women
police personnel has doubled in the last few years. In 2014, their number was close to 1.05 lakh, in
2020 it has increased to 2.15 lakh. Many daughters are undergoing one of the toughest commando
training of special jungle warfare combat and soon they will be part of our COBRA battalion.
NEW DRONE POLICY: India's new drone technology is being used for the supply of COVID-19
vaccine and agriculture. India is working on using drones for mass transportation purposes. It will
also help in providing assistance during emergencies and monitoring law and order situations and
keeping an eye over major infrastructure projects. After the new drone policy, foreign and domestic
investors are investing in many drone start-ups and setting up manufacturing units.
NEW INITIATIVES IN AMRIT MAHOTSAV: Three competitions are going to start from October 31,
the birth anniversary of Sardar Patel, to connect India with Amrit Mahotsav through music, art, and
songs. Competition on Patriotic Songs, National Competition on the Art of Rangoli, and Competition
for Writing Patriotic Lullabies to Revive the Art.
Tune into Mann Ki Baat by scanning QR Code
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FROM EDITOR’S DESK
Sadar Namaskar,

"Women - She is quintessential of power and she is
empowered, she is the woman of India who does not want more
or less of anything but she is equal in all."
The progress of any society is incomplete without the empowerment of women. The
emerging New India ambition is not only restricted to the idea of women's development
but women-led development. Be it sports or space science, the women of our country are
excelling in every field. The IMF report suggests that India's GDP can grow by 27 percent if
women's share in all work reaches the same level as their male counterparts. But to achieve
this parity in the workforce it is essential to provide a safe environment for women. The Central
Government realizing its importance is taking many radical steps including abolishing evil
practices like triple talaq. As a result of many farsighted policies, the discrimination between
men and women in society is fading away fastly not only in society but within families. As a
result of this, the beneficiaries of most of the central government schemes are now women,
and women-led development has become pivotal to Government policy planning.
With an aim to make women aware of their rights, the United Nations celebrates International
Day for the Elimination of Violence on November 25 every year. Under this backdrop this
time the cover story revolves around the various women-centric efforts that are yielding rich
dividends to empower them through providing new opportunities and ensuring the safety of
women. Along with the government efforts, a rationale thinking of society is also an important
element in ensuring women's safety as 'Sabka Prayas' becomes New India's motto.
With this thinking, India is moving ahead with new enthusiasm and energy, setting a record
of 100 crore vaccine doses. The unprecedented pace of vaccination in ensuring the protection
of common citizens from COVID has provided a safe environment to the family, society, and
the nation. The women's power of India also played a pivotal role in achieving this milestone.
Even as daughters of India make a mark in the academic field it will be very apt to remember
Mahatma Jyotiba Rao Phule in our personality section, who pioneered the cause of education
for girls. Also, in this edition find out about our special feature on Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana
which is providing housing as well as ownership rights to women. Self-reliance in the Defence
sector and the biographies on women who played a significant role in the making of the
Consitution are the other major attractions of this edition.
Keep following the safety protocol in our fight against Covid.

Address : Room No–278, Bureau of Outreach and
Communication, 2nd Floor, Soochna Bhawan,
New Delhi -110003
e-mail : response-nis@pib.gov.in
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One of the best magazines for
students who are preparing for
various exams. I feel extremely
happy whenever I receive a copy
of this magazine in my e- mail.
In my family, everyone reads this
magazine and even sends it to
my friends to read the magazine
to get abreast with the all-around
development taking place in the
country.
Paavni Goyal
paavnigoyal04@gmail.com

Send your suggestions
Communication Address
& E-mail:
Room No–278, Bureau of Outreach
and Communication, 2nd Floor,
Soochna Bhawan,
New Delhi -110003

response-nis@pib.gov.in

I have received the October edition
of New India Samachar through
email which apprises me of so many
developments happening in India. These
factors are not found in social media
and networks. I am really proud of the
actions taken by the Government in
achieving the vaccination of nearly 100
crores Indians. This magazine provides
extensive information on various
subjects. I enjoy reading this magazine
every month.
perialwar.bhaskaran@gmail.com
I am a civil service aspirant and have
been following the New India Samachar,
which helps me a lot in my preparation
journey, a single platform for getting
useful information on all government
schemes. The articles are very innovative
and easily comprehensible.
J Palanivei
jpalanivel102@gmail.com
I am a regular reader of the New
India Samachar which gives detailed
information about the plans and projects
of the Government of India. I would
request you to please include a list of
the projects and a brief status report
started by the Modi Ji's government
after 2014 and also details about various
schemes of the Central Government for
the benefit of the common man.
Ravi Kumbalat
ravi.kumbalat@gmail.com
I love reading this wonderful
magazine. It makes me abreast with all
the schemes of the government. Reading
about the great freedom fighters makes
me feel proud of our glorious heritage.
The sacrifice of countless freedom
fighters will not go in vain.
Sunil Chilwal
iamchilwal@gmail.com
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News Briefs

AGRICULTURE YIELD WILL NOT BE SPOILED ON THE WAY DUE TO
LACK OF TRANSPORT, KRISHI UDAN 2.0 STARTED

W

ith the goal of doubling the income of farmers
by the year 2022, while the central government
has started new amenities for the agriculture sector,
it has also paid special attention to the system
from infrastructure to transportation. There was
a time when farmers had to face a lot of problems
in transporting their
products from fields
to the market, but this
problem was addressed
with the launch of Kisan
Rail, then in September
last year, the Central Government started Krishi
Udan Yojana. It was the beginning of transporting
agricultural products to remote areas at the right
time through airplanes. Now taking this further,
Krishi Udan Yojana 2.0 has been started. In the Krishi
Udan scheme, where the share of agricultural goods
in a total load of duty is more than 50 percent, for air
cargo operators, there is an exemption from parking

UPSC: TOLL-FREE HELPLINE FOR
BACKWARD CLASS-EWS CANDIDATES

U

nion Public Service Commission (UPSC)
has started a special facility for candidates
belonging to Scheduled Castes (SC), Scheduled
Tribes (ST), Other Backward Classes, and
Economically Weaker Sections (EWS) who
dream of government jobs. UPSC has started
a toll-free helpline number to help these youth
who are preparing for government service or
applying for recruitment. The toll-free number is1800118711, with the help of which candidates
can get any help in the application process. The
aspirants belonging to Scheduled Castes (SC),
Scheduled Tribes (ST), Other Backward Classes,
Economically Weaker Sections (EWS), and
Divyang category, who are facing any difficulty
in applying for any UPSC exam can take help
from this helpline. It has been launched under
the Amrit Mahotsav being celebrated in the
75th year of the country's independence.
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charges and 'terminal navigation landing' charges, etc.
at select Indian airports, whereas now in Krishi Udan
2.0, there will be a complete waiver of airport charges
at select airports even if the share of agricultural
goods is less than 50 per cent of the total weight.
This will further reduce the cost of transportation.
According to Civil Aviation Minister Jyotiraditya
Scindia, Krishi Udan 2.0 will have 53 airports across
the country with a focus mainly on the Northeast
and tribal areas. Under this scheme, 8 domestic and
international business routes will also be started.
In this, flights will be started from Amritsar-Dubai
for transportation of baby corn. Also, flights will be
started across the country for transportation of litchi
from Darbhanga organic food products from Sikkim.
The government will start flights from Chennai,
Visakhapatnam, and Kolkata to ship seafood to East
Asian countries. Business flights from Guwahati to
Hong Kong will also be started for the transportation
of pulses, fruits, and vegetables.

REGISTRATION OF MORE THAN 4 CRORE WORKERS ON
THE E-SHRAM PORTAL IN 2 MONTHS, 50% WOMEN IN IT

I

n just 2 months, more than 4 crore people have
registered on the e-Shram portal started for the
workers of the unorganized sector. Of these, about
50.02 percent beneficiaries are women and 49.98
percent are men. As per the data, the states of Odisha,
West Bengal, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, and Madhya
Pradesh are at the forefront of this initiative with
the highest number of registrations. According to an
estimate, the number of workers in the unorganized
sector in India is more than 38
crores. It is ironic that due to lack
of accurate information, these
people were deprived of central
government social security schemes. For the first
time with an aim to ameliorate the condition of these
workers, the central government had launched the
e-Shram portal on 26 August. For online registration,
workers can use e-Shram's mobile application or
website. If an employee is registered on the e-Shram
portal and becomes a victim of an accident, he will be
eligible to receive Rs 2.0 lakh on death or permanent
disability and Rs 1.0 lakh on partial disability.

A NEW FLIGHT OF STARTUP INDIA; 33 COMPANIES BECAME
UNICORNS FOR THE FIRST TIME IN A Qtr, RAISING $10 BILLION

D

igital India, Make in India, Make for the world, Self-reliant India,
Vocal for local are some of the key initiatives that have paved the
way for fast development in the last 7 years. Among these initiatives
is also included the Startup India campaign which was launched in
January 2016 to encourage self-employment. According to a report
by Price Water House Coopers India, domestic startup companies
raised a record $10.9 billion in funds through 347 domestic deals
in the third fiscal year of 2021. This is the largest fund raised in
any quarter. Not only this, 33 startups from India have joined the
Unicorn Club so far this year. Startups included in the Unicorn Club
have a valuation of one billion dollars. Whereas startups reaching a
valuation of $100 billion are called hectocorns. Today a total of 66
startup companies are working in the country, which have got the
status of a unicorn. About 3.3 lakh people have got employment
through these.

DUBAI TO INVEST IN 7 SECTORS IN J&K
FROM REAL ESTATE TO HOSPITALS

W

ith a foreign direct investment of more than $ 81
billion in the year 2020-21, India set a new record
in terms of foreign investment. Now a new phase of
foreign investment has started in Jammu and Kashmir,
which is called heaven on earth. The government
of Dubai has come forward to invest in Jammu and
Kashmir. A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) has
been agreed with the
Dubai government
for developmental
projects like real
estate,
industrial
parks, IT towers,
private
hospitals.
With
this
MoU,
investors from across the globe will be encouraged
to invest in Jammu and Kashmir. This is the first
foreign investment in this region after the abrogation
of Article 370. According to Commerce and Industry
Minister Piyush Goyal, "This MoU is a big signal to
the whole world that the way India is turning into a
global power in which Jammu and Kashmir also has
an important role to play."

YEAR

2011-14
2015
2018
2019
2020
2021

NUMBER OF
UNICORNS

1
4
8
9
10
33*

AGNI 5 MISSILE WITH A RANGE OF 5000
KM WAS SUCCESSFULLY TEST-FIRED

I

n the series of continued testing of ballistic range
missiles, Agni-5, which is called the country's
most powerful missile, was successfully testfired on 27 October. This missile is capable of
hitting targets up to a distance of five thousand
kilometers. With the test of the missile, many
countries of the world have come under its target.
The Defence Research and
Development Organization
(DRDO) has successfully
test-fired this missile for the
first time at night from Abdul
Kalam Island in Odisha. This
is the eighth successful test of Agni-5. With this,
India has become the fifth country in the world
to develop such a missile. Currently, only the US,
Russia, France, and China had such missiles.
Agni-5 is 17.5 meters long with a diameter of
two meters i.e. 6.7 feet. This missile covers a
distance of 8.16 km in one second. It is capable
of simultaneously carrying up to one and a half
tons of nuclear warheads. This means it can
destroy the enemy by covering a distance of five
thousand kilometers in just 20 minutes. It can be
transported by road to any place.
New India Samachar November 16-30, 2021
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Personality Jyotirao Govindrao Phule

THE MAN BEHIND BRINGING
RADICAL REFORMS FOR
WOMEN EMPOWERMENT
World history is full of examples where the exploitation of others
by denying them their rights has been very widespread. But amidst
this maleficent practice, many social reformers such as Raja
Rammohan Roy, Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar, Periyar, Babasaheb
Ambedkar emerged as a hope for the millions of
people deprived of their rights. They championed
tirelessly to address these issues and are truly
the beacons of social reforms. Among these
luminaries is also included the name of Jyotiba
who not only raised his voice against evil practices
of untouchability and child marriage but is also
considered as the father of women's education in
India. He advocated for women's education at a
time when it was still considered taboo.

T

Birth: April 11, 1827, Died: November 28, 1890

his incidence is nearly 150 years old. An event
was organized in Pune to welcome the British
prince and grandson of Queen Victoria. All
the influential and rich people were present at the
ceremony. Laden with diamonds and jewels everyone
was ostentatiously displaying their wealth. In this
pompous function, a man arrived in the costume of
a farmer. In his address, he told the British prince –
“People who wear clothes studded with diamonds and
pearls do not represent our country because money is
more important in their life than bread. If you and the
Queen really want to know the condition of the Indian
subjects, then visit the nearby villages and cities where
those people live, who are considered untouchables,
with whom it is taboo to socialize. It is considered
impure to take water or food from them or stand
closer with these people. I request you to convey this
message to Queen Victoria and make arrangements to
provide proper education to these poor people. ""
Everyone present at the reception was stunned. He
was none other than Jyotirao Govind Rao Phule who
crossed swords with British rule and other influential
persons in the country for the empowerment of
the underprivileged and girls. Jyotiba was born on
April 11, 1827, in a family of 'Gajra' makers in Pune.
The family is said to have worked as a gardener for
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TRIBUTES TO THE GREAT
SOCIAL REFORMER, THINKER,
PHILOSOPHER, AND WRITER
MAHATMA JYOTIBA PHULE. HE
REMAINED COMMITTED TO THE
EDUCATION AND EMPOWERMENT
OF WOMEN THROUGHOUT HIS
LIFE. HIS DEVOTION TOWARDS
SOCIAL REFORM WILL
CONTINUE TO INSPIRE
GENERATIONS TO COME.
- NARENDRA MODI,
PRIME MINISTER

a long time. That's why 'Phule' was associated with
his name. This was the time when on one hand the
opposition to British rule was getting stronger in the
country while on the other voices were being raised
against social evils such as untouchability and child
marriages in the country. Jyoytiba also faced many
difficulties in the initial days. When Jyotiba started his
studies in Marathi People near his father ill-advised
him that- Your son will not be of any use by reading.
So his father dropped him out of school. But Jyotiba
was very passionate about studies so he completed
his 7th standard from English at the age of 21. He
was married to Savitri Bai in 1840. Along with Savitri
Bai, he opened a school for girls in Pune in 1848. It is
said that this was the first girls' school in the country
to be opened by an Indian. When no teacher agreed
to teach, Jyotiba first taught his wife Savitri, and
then Savitri started teaching other girls. There was
an uproar against this endeavor that how a woman
could rebel against religion and society by becoming
a teacher.
Due to public outcry and financial constraints, the
school was closed. But both did not give up. After
this, in 1849, two more schools were opened in Juna
Ganj Peth and again in 1851 in the Budhwar Peth area.
Soon after taking inspiration from Jyotiba and Savitri
Bai, 18 more exclusive schools were opened for the
women of the underprivileged society. A staunch
opponent of Sati and child marriage, Jyotiba was
also a supporter of widow remarriage. He started
a widow ashram in Pune. Savitri Bai became its
coordinator. Recognizing Jyotiba's opposition to
child marriage the British rulers for the first time in
1872 banned the marriage of girls below the age of
14 by implementing the Native Marriage Act in India.
Satyashodhak Samaj was founded by Jyotiba Phule
on September 24, 1873. The purpose of this society
was to provide justice to women and backward caste
people. Jyotiba Phule was the chief president of the
society and his wife Savitribai Phule was the head of
the women's department. When he became a member
of the Poona Municipality in 1876, he was the only one
among 36 members to oppose bearing expenditure
by local authorities on welcoming the Viceroy Lord
Lytton. He also undertook public awareness through
writing many books. 'Ghulamgiri', 'Tritya Ratan',
'Chhatrapati Shivaji', 'Raje Bhosle ko Pakda', 'Kisan Ka
Kora' and 'The Kaifiyat of the Untouchables' are his

JYOTIBA HAS THINKING WHICH WAS
AHEAD OF TIME. THE IDEA BEHIND BETI
BACHAO, BETI PADHAO HAS ITS ROOTS IN
THE INITIATIVES TAKEN BY JYOTIBA PHULE
NEARLY 150 YEARS AGO. HE BELIEVED
THAT ILLITERACY WAS RESPONSIBLE FOR
EVERY EVIL IN SOCIETY

masterpieces. He died on 28 November 1890.
Jyotiba has thinking which was ahead of time.
The idea behind Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao has
its roots in the initiatives taken by Jyotiba Phule
nearly 150 years ago. He believed that illiteracy
was responsible for every evil in society. He was
a great thinker, selfless social reformer, and
revolutionary worker. He worked to demolish the
inertia of the Indian social structure. He always
fought to bring a change in the life of women and
the downtrodden, in those times when it was a
strenuous task.
New India Samachar November 16-30, 2021
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Nation

Self-Reliance in Defence

SEVEN ORDNANCE FACTORIES TO BOOST
INDIA'S SELF-RELIANCE CAMPAIGN IN

DEFENCE SECTOR

The ordnance factories in the country faced abject apathy after
independence but in the Amrit Mahotsav year, they have got a new lease
of life. It will make the nation self-reliant in the Defence sector and fulfill the
weapon's needs of the army apart from enabling India to emerge as a major
exporter of defence equipment.

I

ndia's ordnance factories have a long history of
more than two centuries which were once counted
among the mighty institutions of the world. The
world has seen the strength of India's ordnance
factories at the time of World War I. Back then there
were better resources and world-class skills. But for
a long time after independence, the work that should
have been done for modernizing these factories was
not given due importance. As a result, India became
dependent on foreign countries for its strategic
needs for a long time. But the central government,
which is eyeing boosting India's military capabilities,
has taken another step in the direction of fulfilling the
requirement of arms and ammunition for the army.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi dedicated 7 new
Defence companies to the nation on the occasion of
the Dussehra which is in line with the Government's
policy to make the army stronger and modernized.

8 New India Samachar November 16-30, 2021

India is taking new resolutions to
build future. Our Make in India mantra
is strengthening our resolve to
build a self-reliant India. Under the
AatmaNirbhar Campaign, the country
aims to make India the world's largest
military power on its own. These 7 new
Defence companies will become a
major base of India's military power.
-Narendra Modi, Prime Minister
Scan the QR code to
listen to the Prime
Minister's address.

STEPS TAKEN FOR BOOSTING DEFENCE SECTOR
Under the self-reliant India campaign, the country's
goal is to make India the world's largest military
power on its own and develop a modern military
industry. In the last seven years, the country has
taken forward its resolve with the mantra of 'Make
in India' and has made major reforms in the Defence
sector with transparency and has given preference
to a single-window system. As a result of various
policy reforms, India's Defence exports have grown by
more than 325 per cent in the last five years. In such a
situation, the initiative to reinvigorate Ordnance Factories
by adapting to the changing times was taken by the Union
Cabinet on 16 June 2021 with a historic decision, under
which the Ordnance Factory Board was abolished and 7
new Defence Enterprises were approved to be created. It has
been ensured that in the process of conversion of Ordnance
Factories into Corporate, the interests of its stakeholders
and employees are fully protected. An Empowered Group
of Ministers headed by Defence Minister Rajnath Singh will
keep a close watch on the entire process of this work. These
seven companies will enable India to cut down its dependence
on defence imports and give a boost to manufacturing various
Defence materials apart from exploring new opportunities and
will also contribute to increase exports. To achieve this ambitious
goal, the government has transferred the Ordnance Factory Board's
contracts worth Rs 65,000 crore to these companies. Earlier, the
Defence Ministry had released a list of more than 100 such tactical
equipment which will no longer be imported from outside.

Revenue target from the
export of Defence production

11000 28000
Estimated

Crore revenue in 2020-21

Crores revenue by 2024-25

GROUP OF MINISTERS WILL KEEP AN EYE

An Empowered Group of Ministers headed by Defence
Minister Rajnath Singh will keep a close watch on the entire
process of this work.
Amit Shah, Union Home Minister Nirmala Sitharaman, Union
Finance Minister
Kiren Rijiju, Union Minister of Law and
Justice Bhupendra Yadav, Union Minister of Environment,
Forest and Climate Change and Labor Employment
Jitendra Singh, Minister of State in PMO

A GLANCE AT THE SEVEN COMPANIES MADE THE
STATE-OWNED CORPORATE COMPANY

As a measure to increase self-reliance in the
Defence preparedness of the country, the
Government has decided to convert the Ordnance
Factory Board from a Government Department to
a seven percent state-owned corporate company.
This move will ensure better functional autonomy
and efficiency and will pave the way for new growth
possibilities and innovations.
The seven new Defence companies that have
been listed include Munitions India Limited (MIL);
Armored Vehicles Corporation Limited (Avni);
Advanced Weapons and Equipment India Limited
(AWE India); Troop Comforts Limited (TCL); Yantra
India Limited (YIL); India Optel Limited (IOL) and
Gliders India Limited (GIL).

The 41 factories under 7 Defence undertakings
located in different parts of the country have been
extensively revamped and envisaged to prepare them
for new challenges by making them more productive
and competitive.
New India Samachar November 16-30, 2021
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WOMEN EMPOWERMENT

EMPOWERMENT OF

WOMEN

AT THE HEART OF
GOVERNMENT'S
REFORM AGENDA
10 New India Samachar November 16-30, 2021

An equal share of the women in the workforce as men can
shoot up India's GDP by 27 per cent and the growth rate by
1.5 per cent. With this thinking, the central government has
given top priority to the safety of women in the last few years
and has made strict laws against triple talaq, violence, and
crimes against women, so that women can be empowered.
Various initiatives of the Government aims to provide an equal
opportunity to women to enable them to play a significant role
in the development of the nation. To make women aware of
their rights, the United Nations celebrates 25 November every
year as the International Day for the Elimination of Violence
against Women. Under this background, let's find out about the
various efforts undertaken to secure a new India for women.

T

he incident is from Mumbai, the financial capital of the country. On 30th
November 2019, Jannat Begum Patel's husband divorces her using triple talaq
by sending a message on her WhatsApp. Jannat was 7 months pregnant at
that time. Her in-laws were harassing her for a long time for dowry. One such incident
happened in December 2020 in the Jaspur area of Uttarakhand where a woman
named Mumtaz was divorced using triple talaq. She was thrown out of the house by
her husband after the demand for dowry was not met.
You must have heard many such instances of triple talaq before 2019. Like the
very famous case of Indore-based Shah Bano. But times have changed unlike
Shah Bano, Jannat and Mumtaz filed a case against their husband and in-laws
under the new triple talaq law. Jannat is the first woman in the country to file
an FIR against her husband on August 2, immediately after the implementation
of this historic law on August 1, 2019. In both cases, the husband has been
arrested. Justice remained elusive for Shah Bano but now the Muslim women
are getting their rights. The importance of this law can be gauged from the fact
that in just two years after the implementation of this law, there has been a
reduction of 80 to 82 percent in the cases of triple talaq, which provides a sense
of self-respect and security to Muslim women. Before the law came into force
on August 1, 2019, more than 63,000 cases of triple talaq were registered in
Uttar Pradesh, while 221 cases were registered after the law came into force. At
the same time, only 49 cases were registered in Bihar after the implementation
of the Act. Whereas before the law was passed, there were 38,617 triple talaq
cases in Bihar.
Be it girls or young women, women or elderly mothers, if they are showing
resilience to fight then it has been made possible because of the legal initiatives
taken in the last few years by breaking social taboos so that every woman can
fight by being aware of her rights. In the case of violence against women, the
legal provisions have been made so strict and expeditious that in cases like rape,
victims have started getting justice quickly and on time instead of waiting for
several years. In some cases, the decision has started coming even in 24 hours.
A POCSO Court in Jaipur has recently given its verdict in just 9 days in the case
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IN 2014, THE NUMBER OF WOMEN
POLICE PERSONNEL WAS CLOSE TO
1 LAKH 5 THOUSAND, BY 2020 THIS
NUMBER HAS REACHED 2 LAKH 15
THOUSAND.
of rape of a 10-year-old innocent girl. Not
only Government has attacked the social
evils but the strict steps taken by the central
government on violence against women
have improved the safety of women. With the
vision of women-centric development, the
government is constantly striving for women's
empowerment. Whether it is education or
sports, Defence or entrepreneurship, the
daughters of the country are breaking all
the barriers. With the vision of women-led
development, the government is constantly
striving for women's empowerment.
Whether it is education or sports, Defence
or entrepreneurship, the daughters of the
country are breaking all the barriers and
carving a niche for themselves because of
the encouragement and safe environment.
The International Monetary Fund report
suggests that the share of women in the
workforce at the same level as men could
increase India's GDP by 27 percent. If 50
percent of skilled women join the workforce,
the growth rate could increase by 1.5 percent
to 9 percent per year.
The central government is constantly
taking new initiatives to provide equal
opportunities and a safe environment for
women. The result of these tireless efforts is
that today approaching courts for justice has
become easier. Be it leading the Republic Day
Parade on Rajpath or flying the most modern
fighter aircraft Rafale or fighting enemies on
the front or winning laurels for the country
in the world of sports or taking advantage
of self-employment opportunities to give
economic strength to the country, Women's
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WOMEN SAFETY REMAINS
A TOP PRIORITY FOR
EMPOWERED INDIA
One Nation, One
Emergency Number 112
Launched: It has been
started in 35 States/UTs.

SOLUTION

Early Resolutions: Over 11
crore distress calls settled
by February 2021, 47% of
about 1 million app users
are women.

DNA ANALYSIS UNITS:

Approval for setting up and up-gradation of
DNA Analysis Units in 20 States/UTs at a
total cost of Rs 190 crore.

ONE STOP CENTRE:

701 One-Stop Centers operating across the
country to help women victims of violence
in private, public, family, community, or
workplace, in which more than 3 lakh
women received help so far.

TALAQ
TALAQ
TALAQ

MUSLIM WOMEN
(Protection of Rights on
Marriage) Act 2019 came
into force on 19 September
2018. The dignity and safety
of Muslim women were
ensured.

STRICTER LEGAL
PROVISIONS:

Initiatives to reduce crime
against women through passing
Criminal Law (Amendment)
Act 2018 having provision of
stringent punishment, including
death, for the culprits of rape.

FAST TRACK SPECIAL COURTS

Establishment of 1023 fast track special
courts for speedy trial of cases related
to sexual offenses. Even during the
Covid pandemic, more than 49 thousand
pending cases related to rape and POCSO
were settled.

SHE-BOX

An online system for reporting and
monitoring sexual harassment cases was
launched in 2017.

SELF DEFENCE INITIATIVE

Under the Samagra Shiksha Abhiyan, selfDefence tricks to girls of classes 6-12 in
government schools are being taught.

PERFORMANCE OF INDIAN
WOMEN ATHLETES IN OLYMPICS:
The number of participants was
25 in 2008, which decreased to 23
in 2012.
While it was 54 in 2016 it
increased to 57 in 2020.

AN ARCHAIC AND MEDIEVAL TRADITION
BURIED IN HISTORY! PARLIAMENT
ABOLISHED TRIPLE TALAQ AND THE
HISTORICAL WRONG COMMITTED
AGAINST MUSLIM WOMEN WAS
RECTIFIED. THIS IS A VICTORY FOR
GENDER JUSTICE AND WILL PROMOTE
EQUALITY IN SOCIETY. INDIA IS JOYOUS
TODAY. IT IS AN OCCASION TO SALUTE
THE EXTRAORDINARY COURAGE
OF MUSLIM WOMEN WHO HAD TO
FACE GREAT HARDSHIPS DUE TO THE
PRACTICE OF TRIPLE TALAQ. WITH THE
END OF THE PRACTICE OF TRIPLE TALAQ,
THE EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN WILL
BE STRENGTHENED AND WOMEN WILL
GET THE DIGNITY THAT THEY DESERVE IN
SOCIETY.
- NARENDRA MODI, PRIME MINISTER (ON
THE PASSAGE OF THE LAW ON TRIPLE
TALAQ BY THE LOK SABHA)

power is not just walking shoulder to shoulder
with their male counterparts but moving fast
by breaking silos. Women have proved with
their amazing ability that if they get equal
opportunities then they can build a prosperous
and proud nation and are not restricted to the
role of a homemaker.

THE DREAMS OF WOMEN GETTING SECURED

Even after many years of independence, there
were many hurdles for women in achieving
their dreams. In many sectors, there were
restrictions on their entry. Now, most of these
sectors have been opened for women and it
is also being ensured that they can work any
time of the 24 hours with a sense of security.
India is also among the selected countries of
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MANY DAUGHTERS OF THE COUNTRY
ARE GOING TO BE PART OF THE COBRA
BATTALION AFTER THE TOUGHEST
TRAINING.

the world, which has given the legal right of 26 weeks
leave with salary to office going women because
when a woman gets maternity leave, she is in a way
protecting the right of her newborn child. Not only this
but many legal steps related to the safety of daughters
have also been taken in the last few years. One-stop
centers are running in more than 700 districts of the
country, where women are provided medical aid,
police protection, psycho-social counseling, legal aid,
and temporary shelter. For the speedy trial of crimes
against women, more than 650 fast-track courts have
been set up across the country. For heinous crimes
like rape, there is a provision for capital punishment.
By amending the Medical Termination of Pregnancy
Act, women have been given freedom related to
abortion. Access to safe and legal abortion has also
reduced the risk on women's lives and freed them
from harassment. Laws have also been tightened
to check crimes against children. Over the years,
the country has also tried to remove the injustice
prevalent in society. For decades Muslim women had
been demanding a law against triple talaq. By enacting
a law against triple talaq, Muslim women have been
given their rights. The work of freeing Muslim women
from the obligation of Mahram during Haj is also an
example of the progressive thinking of the Central
Government.

TRIPLE TALAQ LAW STRENGTHENS GENDER EQUALITY

ACHIEVEMENTS
OF WOMEN IN THE
DEFENCE SECTOR:
Women pilots have been inducted
into the Indian Navy.
The combat-ready squadron now
consists of 3 women pilots.
Women will be inducted into the
National Defence Academy for
permanent commission.
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The government is not only meant to govern, but
it also represents the hopes of millions of people.
In such a situation, there is a need to take tough
decisions, which become the foundation for a better
future for the common people. 30 July 2019 was a
historic day when the law banning talaq-e-biddat was
passed by the Parliament. It fulfilled the expectations
of millions of Muslim women which was first aroused
in 1985 in the Shah Bano case but subsequently
weaned because of a lack of commitment at the time
of the final verdict. But with the new law that came
after 33 years, they have got the right to live with
dignity for the first time. It also raises a question that
why legal provisions were not made earlier to protect
women? After all, what was the reason that in 1986,
when the Supreme Court gave its verdict in the Shah
Bano case, instead of accepting it, the decision of the
court was nullified through Parliament? If we can end
the practice of Sati in this country, make laws to end
feticide if we can raise our voice against child marriage
if we can take strong steps against the practice of

PROMOTING THE ISSUE
OF WOMEN'S HEALTH

A nationwide nutrition campaign is being run against
malnutrition. In the last 4 years, more than Rs 11,000 crore
has been allocated. Also, special attention has been paid to
women's health through schemes like Mission Indradhanush
and Maternity Vandana.
In the last 4
years, more than

11000

Nutrition 2.0 has
now been launched
for better nutrition
outcomes.

crore rupees have
been allocated.
Healthy motherhood is
being ensured through
Pradhan Mantri Matru
Vandana Yojana.

SUPPORT TO
PREGNANT WOMEN

An amount of Rs. 5 thousand
(in three installments) has been
transferred directly to the bank
account of pregnant and lactating
mothers as an incentive.
In January 2021, 1.83 crore
pregnant women took advantage
of this scheme.

MAKING WOMEN SELF-RELIANT
n

n

n

n

n

n

Women are leading by an
example under Start-Up
India.
Nearly half of startups have
women entrepreneurs, with
at least 1 woman director in
states and union territories
Women
Entrepreneurship
is being promoted through
Stand Up India Scheme.
In this, loans of more than 20
thousand crore rupees have
been approved for more
than 90 thousand women
Under this scheme 83% of
the loan has been given to
women entrepreneur.
Credit made accessible by
reducing margin money
from 25% to 15%.

the dowry system, then why was the voice
not raised against triple talaq? Sharing
his views on the abolition of Triple Talaq
Prime Minister Narendra Modi resolutely
says," This decision has not been guided
by gaining vote share. I am not running the
government for the party, but for the future
of the country. Triple talaq law for me is
not a matter of Hindu-Muslim but a matter
of respect for women. Triple talaq is not
recognized even in Muslim countries. There
is also a legal ban in Pakistan. If steps were
taken on subjects like child marriage, widow
remarriage, Sati system, dowry system, was
it against the Hindus. So triple talaq is also
a matter of gender equality, social justice.
India is of the view that everyone should get
equality."
In fact, "triple talaq" or "talaq-e-biddat"
was neither constitutionally right nor
permissible from the point of view of Islam.
Yet the illegal, unconstitutional, un-Islamic
malpractices of the persecution of Muslim
women in the country flourished under
"political patronage".
A law against the practice of 'triple talaq'
New India Samachar November 16-30, 2021
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MANY ISLAMIC COUNTRIES LIKE
PAKISTAN, EGYPT, SYRIA, IRAQ,
MALAYSIA HAVE BANNED THE PRACTICE
OF TRIPLE TALAQ YEARS AGO.
could have been made even in 1986 when
the Supreme Court took a big decision in the
Shahbano case. While India is governed by the
Constitution, not by any Shariat or religious law
or order. Even before this, laws were also made
in the country to eliminate social evils like the
Sati system, child marriage. The triple talaq law
had nothing to do with any religion, this law was
passed purely to end malpractice, cruelty, social
evil, and gender inequality against women. It was
related to the protection of the constitutional
rights of Muslim women. There were instances
where Triple Talaq was given orally, through
letters, phone calls, and WhatsApp messages
which was unacceptable for any sensitive
Government of any country. Many Muslim
majority countries of the world had long ago
abolished "triple talaq" by declaring it illegal and
un-Islamic.
Egypt is the first Islamic country in the world
to abolish "triple talaq" in 1929, making it an
illegal and punishable offense. In 1929, Sudan
banned triple talaq. It was banned by Pakistan in
1956, Bangladesh in 1972, Iraq in 1959, Syria in
1953, Malaysia in 1969. Apart from this, Islamic
countries like Cyprus, Jordan, Algeria, Iran,
Brunei, Morocco, Qatar, UAE abolished triple
talaq and made strict legal provisions. But it took
almost 70 years for India to get freedom from
the inhuman oppression of this evil practice for
Muslim women.
But in the parliamentary history of India,
August 1 has now been recorded as 'Muslim
Women's Rights Day. After the Indian Parliament
approved the bill to end the practice of "triple
talaq" on August 1, 2019, it was a great victory for
half the population of the country and especially
Muslim women for whom it has become the
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TRIPLE TALAQ: DECLINE
IN DIVORCE CASES
FIGURES: 1985-2019 2019-20
UTTAR PRADESH

63,400 281
HARYANA

29,201 26
RAJASTHAN

33,112 83
MADHYA PRADESH

22,801 32

MAHARASTRA

39,200 102

TELANGANA-ANDHRA

41,382 203
KERALA

23,233 19
ASSAM

19,008 17
WEST BENGAL

51,800 201
BIHAR

21,200 26

FAMILY, CASTEISM, AND APPEASEMENT THESE THREE
THINGS CAUSED GREAT HARM TO THE COUNTRY BUT
AFTER THE LAW AGAINST TRIPLE TALAQ UNDER THE
LEADERSHIP OF PRIME MINISTER NARENDRA MODI
WAS PASSED, PEOPLE ARE HAPPY THAT INDIA'S
DEMOCRACY IS SLOWLY COMING BACK ON TRACK.
ALL THE SOCIAL REFORMERS INCLUDING RAJA RAM
MOHAN ROY, VEER SAVARKAR, MAHATMA GANDHI,
DR. BHIM RAO AMBEDKAR HAVE A ROLE IN TAKING
THIS SOCIETY FORWARD AND THEY CONTRIBUTED
TO ENDING THE EVIL PRACTICES OF THE COUNTRY.
WHENEVER THE NAMES OF SOCIAL REFORMERS OF
THE COUNTRY WILL BE TAKEN, THE NAME OF PRIME
MINISTER NARENDRA MODI WILL ALSO BE INCLUDED
IN THE CATEGORY OF SOCIAL REFORMERS.
AMIT SHAH, UNION HOME MINISTER

WOMEN FREED FROM THE CURSE OF TRIPLE TALAQ
When problems are solved it gives a sense of
self-reliance. This thinking of Prime Minister
Modi is the basis of his firm decisions. He says,
“We look for solutions to problems, so don't
think in pieces. Trying on things just once to get
applause will not work for realizing the dreams
of the country. We have to try to eradicate the
problems from their roots." It is the result of
the steps taken from a holistic perspective that
today Muslim women are free from the curse of
triple talaq. Whereas the sword of triple talaq
used to hang on the heads of Muslim women
and they were forced to live a life of fear. There
was always a fear among Muslim women that
they might be a victim of triple talaq anytime.
The feeling of insecurity made their life
difficult. The path to ending triple talaq was
not easy, but due to the strong will of the Modi
government, success was achieved. Union
Home Minister Amit Shah says, “If society does
not change with time, it becomes like a dirty
pond and a society that changes with time
becomes as pure as the Nirmal Ganga.”
day of constitutional-fundamental-democratic
emancipation.
This day will be a part of the golden pages of
Indian democracy and parliamentary history.
There was a time when Muslim women were
denied rights by making the Supreme Court's
decision ineffectual. But the Prime Minister
Narendra Modi-led government took the bold
step of enacting a law to give effect to the
Supreme Court's decision on "triple talaq". The
Supreme Court on 18 May 2017 declared triple
talaq unconstitutional. After this, the central
government brought an ordinance, and later,
despite all the protests, this law was passed by
the Parliament in July-August 2019, and with
the approval of the President, it was considered
effective from September 2018.

FROM SHAH BANO TO SHAYARA BANO
CASE- A PARADIGM SHIFT
Issue

When the matter reached
Supreme Court
Verdict Year
Judgment

The role of top leadership

Shah Bano Case
Alimony
after
triple talaq
1981

Shayara Bano Case
Talaq-e-biddat

1985
Women are
entitled to
alimony even
in triple
talaq

2017
Triple Talaq
unconstitutional

2016

The decision was Made new law
reversed by
to provide relief
making law
to Muslim women

WOMEN SAFETY GETS STRENGTHENED

Only a society that respects women can
progress. The women can use their rights properly
if they are educated and they can decide their
own future. Education brings with it employment
and entrepreneurship, while employment and
entrepreneurship bring with it economic freedom.
Under this backdrop, in the last few years, from
the safety of women to self-reliance, the central
government has taken many important steps, due
to which women are able to compete equally with
their male counterparts. There was a demand for
a long time that a provision of harsh punishment
should be made for crime against women. For
this, the Central Government made necessary
changes in the Indian Penal Code. A provision for
capital punishment was made in cases of rape
New India Samachar November 16-30, 2021
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FOR THE FIRST TIME, ARRANGEMENTS
LIKE GPS AND PANIC BUTTONS IN TAXIS
HAVE BEEN MADE KEEPING IN MIND THE
SAFETY OF WOMEN.
of girls below the age of 12 years while in the
case of rape of girls below the age of 16 years,
the punishment was 10 years which was
increased to 20 years. For speedy justice to
women, provision was also made to complete
the investigation and trial in 2 months so that
the victims' families and witnesses could not
be intimidated.
Universal Helpline (181) was started for
women victims of violence, while 'She-box'
was created for women's safety in government
and private workplaces in metros, and cities.
One-stop centers have been set up to deal with
cases like domestic violence. Fast track courts,
women's help desk, and the Himmat app were
started in the country with the Nirbhaya Fund,
which acts as a bridge between police and
women. Bill was introduced in Parliament
to curb trafficking of girl child and women,
which ensures that such cases can be tracked
immediately and justice is done. Under this,
there is a provision of punishment for forced
labor, prostitution, sexual exploitation, forced
marriage, etc. Not only legal protection, but
the central government is also working on
mission mode for the self-respect of women,
Be it the construction of house-to-house
toilets or handing over property ownership to
women under PM Awas Yojana. In Mudra loan
Yojana 70 percent of its beneficiaries are
women. Initiatives like free LPG connection
under Ujjwala have improved the dignity of
women.
In Jammu and Kashmir, women and their
children were denied the right to ancestral
property for marrying a non-Kashmiri. But
after the abrogation of Article 370 and 35A,
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EFFORTS TO
EMPOWER WOMEN
SPECIAL ASSISTANCE WAS
GIVEN TO WOMEN DURING
THE COVID PERIOD.

During April-June 2020, an amount
of more than 30 thousand crore
rupees was transferred to the
account of 20 crore women.

14

crore refill cylinders were given
free of cost under PM Garib
Kalyan Yojana.
The limit for giving collateral-free
loans to women self-help groups
increased from Rs.10 lakh to

`20

lakh

'Nari Tu Narayani'
You have the power, you are the nation's power
Everything is incomplete without you
Home, electricity, toilets, water, LPG have
empowered you
Education, health, nutrition, skill, and courage
have paved your way for progress
Be it a sports turf or a battlefield or a domain
of science and technology
You have proved your mettle in every sphere
on getting the chance
You are incomparable, always leading,
woman, you are Narayani
You are now becoming financially empowered
with getting freedom and amenities
The country will become AatmaNirbhar,
every dream will be fulfilled when
women walk shoulder to shoulder with men.
Your aspirations to rise high is the
key to happiness
If you just go ahead and decide,
then success is not far away.
Freedom, culture, honor, power
all belong to you
Confident woman, you are Narayani

THE INITIATIVE TO JOINTLY GIVE HOUSES
IN THE NAME OF WOMEN HAS BEEN TAKEN
UNDER PM AWAS YOJANA.
the women of this region have got their due.
The law has also been made stricter in cases
of NRIs marrying and then abandoning their
wives.
The new definition of social perceptions
now comes from the women-centric
initiatives of the Central Government. In order
to provide equal opportunities to women,
the Central Government has constituted a
task force to amend the Sharda Act- 1978.
The main responsibility of this task force
would be to determine the minimum age
of marriage. At present minimum age for
the marriage of girls is 18 years. In order to
provide relief to women victims of violence,
the government has recently approved the
Medical Termination Pregnancy Act, in which
the time limit for abortion has been increased
from 20 weeks to 24 weeks. The limit of
maternity leave has also been increased
from 12 to 26 weeks. For the first time in the
direction of breaking social taboos, a Prime
Minister mentioned the importance of easy
and inexpensive availability of sanitary pads
for girls from the Red Fort.
Certainly today women are independent,
financially empowered, equipped with
determination, have a sense of security, and
are able to show their dexterity and ability
in every field equally. This has been made
possible because of the efforts taken to
break the stereotype which considers girls
or women as lesser individuals. In such
a situation, it is also the responsibility of
society to take a pledge that with solidarity,
we will end violence and crime against
women and girls.
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7TH CONSTITUTION DAY

THE WOMEN BEHIND
THE MAKING OF
THE INDIAN CONSTITUTION
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There are several important dates in India's journey from Independence
to Republic that will always be remembered as milestones. 26th January
1950 is one such date when India was declared a Sovereign Democratic
Republic. However, there were several other important moments which
were an important part of this historical journey, but were consigned to
oblivion. One such date is 26th November 1949, when our Constitution
was adopted after 2 years 11 months and 18 days of hard work. The true
significance of 26th January lies in 26th November itself. The importance
of this historic day was recognized in 2015, when for the first time
the government of Prime Minister Narendra Modi started celebrating
Constitution Day every year on 26th November. In the ongoing series of
Amrit Mahotsav, we delve into the lives of some important women in the
Constituent Assembly of India whose tireless efforts led to the birth of the
Indian Constitution.

U

nderlining the importance of the Constitution, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi in his speech to the Lok
Sabha on 26th November 2015, remarked, “For
the government, the only dharma is ‘India first’, the only
dharma granth (holy book) is the Constitution. The country
will run by the Constitution and it should be run only by
the Constitution. India has fundamentally grown on this
ideology. The country has the internal energy amassed
over thousands of years which gives it the stimulus and
capacity to deal with crises.” Celebrating Constitution
Day does not downplay the importance of January 26, but
its real purpose is that the present as well as the future
generations should know about the country and contribute
to building a new India. It is not that Narendra Modi started
celebrating this day after becoming the Prime Minister.
Prior to this, he had started celebrating Constitution Day
from 2009 onwards when he was the Chief Minister of
Gujarat. However, when he became the Prime Minister,
his government chose to celebrate the Constitution Day
to mark the 125th birth anniversary of Bhimrao Ambedkar.
When the Indian Constitution was being drafted, women in
many countries of the world did not even have basic rights,
but 15 women were included in the Constituent Assembly
of India which was tasked with framing of the Constitution
for Independent India. This edition of the Amrit Mahotsav
of independence salutes women celebrities who played a
crucial role in drafting the Constitution of India.

15 WOMEN WHO
CONTRIBUTED IN
MAKING THE INDIAN
CONSTITUTION:
Ammu Swaminathan
Dakshayani Velayudhan
Begum Aizaz Rasul
Durgabai Deshmukh
Hansa Jivraj Mehta
Kamla Chaudhary
Leela Roy
Malati Choudhury
Purnima Banerjee
Rajkumari Amrit Kaur
Renuka Ray
Sarojini Naidu
Sucheta Kriplani
Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit
Annie Mascarene
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Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav

RAJKUMARI AMRIT KAUR: THE
PRINCESS WHO BUILT DELHI AIIMS

AMMU SWAMINATHAN RAISED THE RIGHTS OF
WOMEN IN THE CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY
Born – 22nd April 1894, Died- 4th July 1978

Born – 2nd February 1889, Died – 6th February 1964

W

hen Rajkumari Amrit Kaur, daughter of King Harnam
Singh of Kapurthala, returned to India in 1918 after
receiving higher education from Oxford, she expressed her
desire to join politics. Initially, her parents were reluctant
to her idea of joining politics, but eventually they gave in
to her requests. She joined the Indian National Movement
after some time. In later years, she remained Mahatma
Gandhi's secretary for 16 years and was one of his closest
confidant. Being a staunch supporter of Mahatma Gandhi,
she actively participated in the
TIME MAGAZINE
'Salt Movement' and 'Quit India
HAS INCLUDED
Movement' and was arrested
on both the occasions. Born on
RAJKUMARI AMRIT
February 2, 1889, Amrit Kaur also
KAUR IN ITS LIST
fought a decisive battle against
OF 100 POWERFUL
the evil practices prevalent in
WOMEN OF THE
the country. She insisted on
introducing sports as curriculum WORLD OF THE LAST
in schools to make the children
CENTURY.
stronger and disciplined and later
helped in setting up the National Sports Club of India. She
was also opposed to evil practices like purdah system,
child marriage and devdasi system. When the Constituent
Assembly was formed to draft the Constitution for India,
Rajkumari Amrit Kaur played an important role as a
member. After the independence of India, she was made
the health minister of the country and she remained in
that position for 10 years. During this period, she made
concerted efforts to establish the All India Institute of
Medical Sciences (AIIMS) in New Delhi by getting financial
assistance from many countries, including New Zealand,
Germany, the USA, etc. She also donated her ancestral
house in Shimla to AIIMS so that the nurses could spend
their holidays here.
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A

mmu Swaminathan was elected to the
Constituent Assembly in 1946 and was one of
the very few women involved in the drafting of the
Indian Constitution. She attended every meeting of
the Constituent Assembly and actively participated
in every debate. She was a strong advocate of
women's rights, their equality and gender justice.
She supplemented Dr. Bhimrao Ambedkar's tireless
efforts in getting equal legal rights for women.
When the Constituent
AMMU
Assembly resolution was
SWAMINATHAN
being discussed, Ammu
Swaminathan
remarked
WAS A STRONG
that
“people
outside
have
ADVOCATE OF
been saying that India did
WOMEN'S RIGHTS,
not give equal rights to her
THEIR EQUALITY AND women. Now we can say
that when the Indian people
GENDER JUSTICE.
themselves framed their
Constitution they have given rights to women equal
with every other citizen of the country.” Born on 22nd
April 1894 in Palakkad, Kerala, Ammu also made a
valuable contribution in the freedom movement of
India. She became a follower of Mahatma Gandhi
during the Indian freedom struggle and was always
at the fore in the fight to free India from the shackles
of servitude. She was elected to the Lok Sabha in
1952 and two years later became a member of the
Rajya Sabha. It is believed that though she never went
to school, but understood the importance of female
education. This is the reason that she continued her
efforts in the field of women's education. She also
headed the Bharat Scouts and Guides (1960–65)
and the Censor Board. She died on 4th July 1978.

LEELA ROY PLYAED SIGNIFICANT ROLE IN
CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY
Born: 2nd October 1900, Died: 11th June 1970

L

eela Roy, who inspired women to join politics,
was a great advocate of women's rights. A
brave soldier of the Indian freedom struggle, Leela
Roy was born on 2nd October 1900 in Assam and
was a close associate of Subhas Chandra Bose.
Meritorious since childhood, Leela Roy obtained
her MA degree from Dhaka University in 1923.
Influenced by various freedom fighters, she did not
want women to be left
behind in the freedom
LEELA ROY STARTED
struggle. This explains the
PUBLISHING A
reason for her painstaking
MAGAZINE CALLED
efforts to enroll women
in the movement. She
'JAYASHREE' IN 1931
believed
in
armed WHICH WAS EDITED
revolution
and
also
AND MANAGED BY
developed
knowledge
to make bombs. Due to
WOMEN ONLY.
her active participation
in the civil disobedience
movement, the British imprisoned her for six years.
She was the first woman from Bengal to be elected
to the Constituent Assembly and her role for the
empowerment of women cannot be forgotten. But
she quit the Constituent Assembly in protest against
the partition of the country. Later, she immersed
herself in social work and education rights for girls
and started a girls' school in Dhaka. She encouraged
girls to learn skills and tried to provide vocational
training to them. It is worthwhile to note that she
emphasized the need for girls to learn martial arts to
defend themselves and established many schools
and institutes for women. Leela Roy was engaged in
social and political work throughout her life.

KAMLA CHAUDHRY WENT TO JAIL MANY
TIMES DURING FREEDOM MOVEMENT
Born: 22nd February 1908, Died: 15th October 1970

W

henever there is a mention of the role of
women writers in the freedom struggle,
who can forget the name of feminist writer and
political activist Kamla Chaudhry. Born on 22nd
February 1908 in an affluent family of Lucknow,
Kamla Chaudhry drew the attention of all the
eminent litterateurs through her powerful
writings. Her writings reflected oppression
of the female gender
KAMLA
and she always fought
for their rights. While
CHAUDHRY,
making serious efforts
A FEMINIST
at the socio-political and
WRITER, ACTIVELY cultural level to improve
the living standards of
PARTICIPATED
IN THE FREEDOM women, she also actively
participated
in
the
STRUGGLE
freedom struggle. She
was closely associated
with Mahatma Gandhi and took part in the Civil
Disobedience Movement in 1930. Influenced by
Mahatma Gandhi's non-violent call for freedom
movement, she formed Charkha Committees to
unite women. She was also a member of the All
India Congress Committee. Kamla Chaudhry,
who was one of the 15 women selected from
across the country in the Constituent Assembly
for drafting the Constitution, remained active for
the upliftment of women through literature and
politics throughout her life. She was elected to
Parliament in 1962 from Hapur, a parliamentary
seat in Uttar Pradesh. She breathed her last on
15th October 1970.
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Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav

MALATI CHOUDHURY: A FREEDOM FIGHTER
WHO MAHATMA GANDHI CALLED 'TOOFANI'
Born: 26th July 1904, Died: 15th March 1998

A

n active member of the freedom movement
and the Indian National Congress, Malati
Choudhury not only actively participated in the
Indian freedom struggle, but also struggled
throughout her life for the uplift of the
underprivileged groups, including Scheduled
Castes, Scheduled Tribes and Other Backward
Classes. Born on 26th July 1904, Malati Choudhury
went to Shantiniketan in
MALATI
1921 for studies at the age of
16 where she was admitted
CHOUDHURY
to Visva-Bharati. Malati
WAS BORN IN
Choudhury
participated
EAST BENGAL,
in the Salt Satyagraha at
the call given by Mahatma
NOW IN
Gandhi. She went to jail with
BANGLADESH.
her husband Nabakrushna
Choudhary, who later became the Chief Minister
of Orissa (now Odisha). Gandhiji had nicknamed
her ‘Toofani’ because of her fiery activities.
Rabindranath Tagore affectionately called her
Meenu. She went to jail several times during the
Indian freedom struggle. After joining the Indian
National Congress, she founded the Congress
Socialist Karma Sangh. Besides, she also founded
Bajirao Hostel for the upliftment of vulnerable
communities in Orissa. Malati was elected as an
important member of the Constituent Assembly
in 1946. She continued to be active in social life
even after independence and fiercely opposed the
emergency imposed by the then Prime Minister
Indira Gandhi. She died on 15th March 1998 at the
age of 93.
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The then Chief Minister of Gujarat Narendra
Modi walking in a procession with a copy of the
Constitution on an elephant in 2010 to mark the
completion of 60 years of the Constitution.

MOVE TO GIVE SPECIAL RECOGNITION TO
CONSTITUTION DAY

Prime Minister Narendra Modi has often been
underlining the importance of the Constitution
and called upon citizens and administrators to be
responsible for their duties along with their rights.
Presenting the selected excerpts of his speech on
the importance of the Constitution CONNECT WITH THE SPIRIT OF THE CONSTITUTION If there is any biggest source of coordination
between citizens, governance and government,
then it is our Constitution.
COMPREHENSIVENESS OF THE CONSTITUTION- The
hallmark of our Constitution is equality for all
and sensitivity towards all. Be it poor or Dalit,
backward or deprived, tribal or women, it protects
the fundamental rights of all.
INSPIRATION OF DUTY - While communicating with
the people, we should not forget to talk about
duties. Our constitution begins with “We the
people of India”. We the people of India are its
strength. Whatever I am, I am for society, I am for
the country. This sense of duty is the source of our
inspiration.

Indo-ASEAN 18th Summit

International

INDIA TO CELEBRATE 'ASEAN-INDIA FRIENDSHIP
YEAR' ON COMPLETING 30 YRS OF PARTNERSHIP
India has always been an advocate of a free, inclusive, and open maritime trade system in
the Indo-Pacific, for which in recent years Prime Minister Narendra Modi has given priority
to mutual relations between India and ASEAN countries under the Act East Policy.
Addressing the Indo-ASEAN 18th Summit, he described relations with ASEAN as very
important for India while at the 16th East Asia Summit he discussed the shared values
of multilateralism, rules-based international order, international law and sovereignty and
territorial integrity of all countries...

T

he goal of geostrategic stability in
the Indo-Pacific has in recent years
become the focus of all dimensions of
strategic cooperation between India
and the ASEAN countries. With the
Act East Policy, India is continuously
strengthening its relations with ASEAN
countries. ASEAN, which is an association
of 10 member countries of Southeast
Asia with a population of more than 700
million and a GDP of over Rs 250 lakh
crore, is not only important to India but
has remained a strategic partner in IndoPacific for India since its inception. In
the year 2022, when India completes 75
years of its independence, India-ASEAN
relations will also complete 30 years.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi at the
summit held on 28 October with ASEAN
countries announced to celebrate it as
the Year of India-ASEAN Friendship. In
his address, Prime Minister Modi said,
“History is witness that India and ASEAN
have vibrant relations for thousands
of years. Our shared values, traditions,
languages, texts, architecture, culture,
food, and drink are visible everywhere.
That is why the unity of ASEAN has been
India's priority." Addressing the East Asia
Summit on October 27, a day earlier, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi said, "India has
always preferred to focus on the principle
of ASEAN centrality in a free, open, and
inclusive Indo-Pacific region."

INDIA ALSO HOSTED ASEAN COUNTRIES ON REPUBLIC
DAY IN 2017

The Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN) is a
group of 10 important countries. The organization was started
in 1967 by Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, and
Thailand. Later its member states included Brunei, Cambodia,
Laos, Myanmar, and Vietnam. The thinking of India and ASEAN
is also similar on many important parameters. Along with the
issue of peace and security both are also unanimous on the
concept of open, balanced, and inclusive development in the
region. Under the policy of Look East, India has improved its
relations with ASEAN countries, while Prime Minister Narendra
Modi redesigned mutual relations with the policy of Act East,
in 2017 by inviting them as the chief guest for the Republic Day
parade.
Along with this, India set a new milestone in these relations
by launching the Indo-Pacific Oceans Initiative in 2019. While
ASEAN is an association of 10 countries in Southeast Asia,
the East Asia Summit is a forum led by prominent leaders in
the Indo-Pacific region. It includes India, China, Japan, South
Korea, Australia, New Zealand, the United States, and Russia,
apart from the 10 ASEAN member states. Since its inception
in 2005, it has played an important role in the strategic and
geopolitical development of East Asia.
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Nation Development of Uttar Pradesh

DOUBLE DOSE OF 'UDAAN' AND
'HEALTH' FOR UTTAR PRADESH

Uttar Pradesh, the country's largest state in term of population, has always been on top of
the priorities of Prime Minister Narendra Modi. Since he came to power in 2014, he has put
special emphasis on Uttar Pradesh by launching several ambitious projects. As part of these
initiatives, Prime Minister Modi handed over a new ‘runway’ of development to Uttar Pradesh
when he inaugurated an international airport from Kushinagar, which is an important part
of the Buddhist tourism circuit, on October 20. Five days later, he visited the state again to
launch the revolutionary Ayushman Bharat Health Infrastructure Mission worth ₹64,000
crores from Varanasi to strengthen the health infrastructure of the entire country while
inaugurating nine medical colleges from Siddharthnagar.

B

etter health services and modern infrastructure
are the key elements for the development of any
country. It speaks volumes about the Central
Government’s commitment towards the common people
that the initiatives to change the profile of the health and
infrastructure sector did not stop even in the midst of a
pandemic like Covid. Rather, it moved on at a much faster
pace. Whether it is to script a new record of development
in the country's infrastructure with the GatiShakti National
Master Plan of ₹107 lakh crore or to bring about a paradigm
shift in the entire health infrastructure with a budget
increase of 137 percent! Prime Minister Narendra Modi
says, “There was a time when, after independence, there
used to be about 90,000 seats in the medical colleges of
the country till 2014. In the last seven years alone, we have
added more than 60,000 new seats. I wish there should be
a medical college in every district of the country."
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The country is going to get many more
doctors in the next 10-12 years than
the number of doctors in the country
in 70 years after independence.
The speed with which new medical
colleges are being opened in UP will
have a positive impact on the number
of medical seats and doctors. Due to
the increase in the number of seats,
now the child of poor parents will
also be able to dream of becoming a
doctor and fulfill it.
--- Narendra Modi, Prime Minister
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Scan the QR code to listen to the Prime
Minister's address on the launch of
Aatmanirbhar Swasth Bharat Yojana in
Varanasi.
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The Prime Minister Atma Nirbhar
Swasth Bharat scheme was announced
by Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
while presenting the general budget
on February 1, 2021. The scheme
focuses on strengthening the health
care infrastructure in the country. Over
a period of five years, ₹64,180 crore will
be spent on health care infrastructure.
While launching this scheme from
Varanasi on October 25, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi said, “For long after
independence, not much attention was
paid to health facilities. The huge gap
in our healthcare system created an
ever-lasting anxiety among the poor and
middle class regarding treatment. This
scheme is a solution to these flaws of
the country's healthcare system. Our
health system is being prepared today
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PRIME MINISTER ATMA NIRBHAR SWASTH
BHARAT: A BEGINNING TO TRANSFORM THE
HEALTH INFRASTRUCTURE

THERE WILL BE EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR
MORE THAN 5,000 DOCTORS AND PARAMEDIC STAFF
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Despite being the most important part
of Uttar Pradesh with 28 districts, the
Purvanchal region remained backward
in terms of development. Inaugurating
the medical college in Siddharthnagar,
Prime Minister Narendra Modi said, “UP
and Purvanchal have a vast heritage
as far as faith, spirituality and social
life is concerned. This legacy is also
being linked with the future of a healthy,
capable and prosperous Uttar Pradesh.
The Purvanchal, which was left by
the earlier governments to cope with
diseases, will now become the medical
hub of eastern India. Now this land
will create many doctors who will save
the country from diseases. The same
Purvanchal, whose image was tarnished
by the previous governments and which
was maligned due to the tragic deaths
owing to encephalitis, is going to give a
new light of health to eastern India.”

There will be 2500 beds available in nine
medical colleges
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NOW PURVANCHAL IN UP WILL BE
SELF-SUFFICIENT IN TERMS OF HEALTH
FACILITIES

so that we are ready and able to deal with any epidemic in future.
The goal is to strengthen the critical healthcare network from village
to block, district, regional and national levels in the country. There
are three major aspects of the mission. The first relates to the
creation of elaborate facilities for diagnostics and treatment. Under
the diagnostic system, detection of diseases will be free of cost
with the setting up of health and wellness centres. If the disease is
detected in time, then there are less chances of it getting malignant.
More than 35,000 new beds will be prepared for the treatment of
critical illnesses in more than 600 districts. Referral facilities will be
provided in the remaining 125 districts. The second aspect is related
to the testing network for diagnosis of diseases. Under this mission,
necessary infrastructure will be developed for the diagnosis and
monitoring of diseases. Integrated Public Health Labs will be set up
in 730 districts. The third aspect is the expansion and empowerment
of epidemic related research institutions. Under this, a complete
ecosystem from treatment to critical research will be developed in
each and every part of the country.”
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Nation Development of Uttar Pradesh

CRITICAL CARE UNITS WILL BE SET UP IN 602 DISTRICTS
Support for 17,788 rural health and wellness
centers in 10 states with special focus.
Establishment of 11,024 urban health and
wellness centers in all states.
n Establishment of integrated public health
laboratories in all districts of the country and
public health units in 3382 blocks of 11 states
with special focus. Establishment of critical
care hospital blocks in 602 districts and 12
central institutions of the country.
n Strengthening of five regional branches and
20 Metropolitan Health Surveillance Units of
n

Promoting
disease
prevention and
health welfare, including
measures like Swachh
Bharat Abhiyan, Yoga, timely
care and treatment of
pregnant women and
children.

BENEFITS OF
AATMANIRBHAR SWASTH
BHARAT YOJANA
Aatmanirbhar Swasth Bharat
Yojana aims to develop IT
based disease surveillance
system at block, district,
regional and national levels.
A network of laboratories
in these areas will be
developed. Health units will
be strengthened for early
detection of diseases, tests,
prevention and combating
the spread of diseases. It
also aims to increase public
health expenditure from
1.15% to 2.5% of GDP by
2025 in a time bound manner
as per the recommendations
of the National Health Policy
(NHP), 2017.

VARANASI RECEIVED
PROJECTS WORTH RS
5,200 CRORE

National Center for Disease Control (NCDC).
Expansion of Integrated Health Information
Portal in all States/UTs to link Public Health
Laboratories. Launch of 17 new public health
units and strengthening of 33 existing public
health units located at 32 airports, 11 seaports
and 7 land crossings.
n Establishment
of 15 Health Emergency
Operation Centers and two Mobile Hospitals.
Establishment of a National Institute for One
Health.

Extending Mission
Indradhanush to tribal
and remote areas of the
country.

CRITICAL
CARE UNITS
IN 602
DISTRICTS

FOURPRONGED
STRATEGY FOR
A HEALTHY
INDIA

Providing affordable and
effective treatment to
the people belonging to
the underprivileged
sections of the
society.

Enhancing the health
infrastructure and
quality of healthcare
professionals.

When Prime Minister Narendra Modi started the AatmaNirbhar
Swasth Bharat Abhiyan, he sanctioned projects worth Rs 5,200
crore to Varanasi. There are about 28 completed projects related
to infrastructure, tourism, agriculture. This will give impetus to
business from Prayagraj and Lucknow to places in Bihar.
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Scan the QR code to listen to
the Prime Minister's address at
the inauguration of 9 Medical
Colleges in Uttar Pradesh.

BUDDHIST CIRCUIT:
TAKE-OFF OF THE FLIGHT OF DREAMS

Deprived of development for a long time, Uttar Pradesh is now creating a new identity in the country
and the world. The double engine government at the Centre and in Uttar Pradesh is committed
to regain the glory of the state which was left behind because of the neglect by the previous
governments. One such example is the launch of the Kushinagar International Airport, which falls
under the Buddhist circuit, in a record time.

B

uilding futuristic infrastructure is now one of the top priorities
of the country. The PM GatiShakti has been launched to
speed up infrastructure construction in the virtuous period of
Amrit Kaal with the resolve to connect every part of the country
with modern and multimodal connectivity in order to ensure
seamless development. Over the last few years, the aviation
sector has scaled new heights in the development journey of
the country. While there were only 74 airports in the country till
2014, 62 new airports have been made operational in the last
seven years. The UDAN scheme has made it possible for the
common man living in tier-3 cities even to fly anywhere to the
country and abroad.
Uttar Pradesh, in particular, has benefited from these efforts
of the Government of India. Agra, Hindon, Kanpur, Bareilly and
Prayagraj airports are already operational under the UDAN
scheme. Within a few months, five more airports at Aligarh,
Chitrakoot, Moradabad, Mayurpur and Shravasti will be ready
offering air connectivity to every geographical part of the state.
The Central and State Governments are continuously
making efforts for the holistic development of Buddhist Circuit
through world class road, rail and air connectivity. As part of
this, an international airport has been built in the holy land of
Kushinagar, where Lord Buddha attained Parinirvana 2500
years ago. With this, Buddhists and tourists of the country and
abroad, especially from South Asia and South East Asia, will
be able to travel to Kushinagar directly. Earlier, the Buddhist
followers had to take circuitous route to reach Kushinagar in
the absence of direct international connectivity. The operation
of the Kushinagar airport will now make it easier for tourists
to visit the Mahaparinirvana Temple in Kushinagar as well as
important Buddhist pilgrimage centres in the region such as
Sarnath, Shravasti, Sankisa and Lumbini.
Scan the QR codes to listen to the
Prime Minister's address at the
inauguration of various schemes
in Kushinagar, Uttar Pradesh.
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The Kushinagar airport's new terminal
building, which is spread across 3,600 square
meters, has been completed in a record five
months.
This terminal has the capacity to handle 300
passengers at a time. The runway of this
airport is capable of handling Airbus-321 and
Boeing-737 and other types of aircraft.
Development of Kushinagar airport will not
only give a boost to tourism and hospitality
sector here, more than 20 million population
of adjoining districts will get an opportunity
to connect with the world by air.
This will increase investment here and
encourage economic activity, create
employment and business opportunities.
Also, export of local products will be possible.
Kushinagar airport is situated at a distance
of just 5 km from National Highway No. 28
and 18 km from the nearest railway station
Padrauna. Multimodal connectivity will give
a new impetus to the development of this
region. It has been inaugurated within a year
of cabinet approval. There will be direct air
connectivity with South Asian countries
Development of Buddhist circuit, including
pilgrimage sites at Lumbini, Sarnath and
Gaya
Increase in tourist arrivals both domestic as
well as international
Export of local horticultural products will be
encouraged
Foundation stone laid for 12 projects,
including Government Medical College
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War Against COVID-19

World's largest, fastest and free
vaccination campaign record

There is a famous saying in India –
(To run at a snail's pace). There was
a time when this proverb had become synonymous with the sluggish government functioning.
But India's vaccination speed has changed the meaning of this proverb in the midst of a global
disaster like Covid. Where it used to take 9-10 years to develop a vaccine, India developed two
indigenous vaccines in just nine months. And now India has set a record of 100 crore doses of
vaccines. The biggest reason behind this turnaround is ‘self-confidence’ which is the core of any
campaign. This confidence stems largely from the leadership of Prime Minister Narendra Modi
who believes in taking challenges head on …

I

कृतम् मे दक्षिणे हस्ते, जयो मे सव्य आहितः।

f we look at this in the context of India, it simply
means that on one hand our country performed
the duty and on the other hand it got great success.
While addressing the nation on 22nd October, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi started with these words
and he also shared the entire journey of India right
from the beginning when Covid hit the country to the
creation of a milestone of 100 crore vaccine doses.
He said: “Today many people are comparing India's
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vaccination program with other countries of
the world. The speed with which India crossed
the one billion mark is also being appreciated.
However, one thing is often missed in this
analysis and that is from where did we start?
The developed countries had decades-old
expertise regarding research and development
Scan the QR code to listen to the Prime
Minister's address to the nation on
reaching the 100 crore vaccination
landmark

THE WORLD PRAISED INDIA'S
VACCINATION SPEED AS A DECISIVE
STEP AGAINST THE BIGGEST PANDEMIC
OF THE CENTURY.
of vaccines. India mostly depended on the
vaccines developed by these countries. Therefore,
questions were raised about India when the biggest
pandemic of 100 years hit. Will India be able to
fight this global pandemic? From where will India
get the money to buy so many vaccines from other
countries? When will India get the vaccines? Will
the people of India get the vaccines or not? Will
India be able to vaccinate enough people to prevent
the pandemic from spreading? There were several
questions, but on October 21, India gave answers
to every such question with 100 crore vaccine
doses in a very short time. 100 crore vaccine doses
to its citizens and that too for free! The 100 crore
vaccines is just not a number. It is the reflection of
the potential of the country; it is a new chapter of
history. This is the picture of that new India which
knows how to set difficult goals and achieve them.
This is the picture of that new India which strives
hard for the fulfillment of its resolutions. One of the
effects of the 100 crore vaccine doses will be that
the world will now consider India to be much safer
on the Corona front. The acceptance that India
enjoys in the world as a pharma hub will be further
strengthened. Today the entire world is watching
and experiencing India’s power.
India is far ahead of the European Union, Arab
League, NATO, G-7 and ASEAN as far as the daily
average of inoculation is concerned. While India
has shown its capability of administering more
than 10 million vaccines in a day several times,
developed countries take many more days to
achieve this target. It takes eight days for Japan,
11 days for the US, 45 days for Germany, 104 days
for Israel and 124 days for New Zealand to achieve
this milestone. Importantly, the daily average
vaccination in states like Uttar Pradesh, Gujarat,
Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh and Haryana was
more than many countries of the world. Therefore,

THE KEY ROLE
OF VACCINE
MANUFACTURERS
One cannot discount the role of
the vaccine manufacturers who
helped India achieve this milestone.
Underlining their importance, Prime
Minister Modi during a meeting
with seven manufacturers of Covid
vaccines at his residence on October
23 said: “The entire world is looking
towards India following the success
of our vaccination campaign.” He
also exhorted them to work together
to face the challenges of the future.
Adar Poonawalla, CEO, Serum Institute
of India, said, “India's achievement of
100 crore COVID-19 vaccinations is
a milestone achievement. We have
achieved this under the vision and
direction of our Prime Minister. The
industry worked closely with the
government, so we could achieve the
figure of 100 crore vaccinations.”
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War Against COVID-19

it is no exaggeration that India is leading the world
as far as vaccination is concerned.

INDIA OWES IT TO DILIGENT EFFORTS FROM HEALTH
WORKERS TO SCIENTISTS

THIS DAY OF 21ST OCTOBER 2021
HAS BEEN RECORDED IN HISTORY.
THIS ACHIEVEMENT BELONGS TO
INDIA, TO EVERY CITIZEN OF INDIA.
THIS ACHIEVEMENT OF INDIA IS
UNPRECEDENTED IN THE FIELD OF
HEALTH AS WELL AS A SYMBOL OF
INDIA'S POTENTIAL ON THE WORLD
STAGE. WE ARE WITNESSING THE
VICTORY OF SCIENCE, ENTERPRISE AND
THE COLLECTIVE SPIRIT OF THE 130
CRORE INDIANS.
- NARENDRA MODI, PRIME MINISTER
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The entire world was in awe when a state like
Bihar pressed into service boats to ensure that
Covid-19 inoculation was carried out even in areas
that were submerged under flood waters. Similarly,
India set the record of one of the fastest vaccination
campaigns amidst the challenges of reaching
the inaccessible mountain areas and remote
tribal areas while battling rumours of all kinds.
In a diverse country with difficult geographical
conditions, the people’s participation became the
cornerstone of India’s successful and the world’s
largest vaccination campaign. India owes the
success of the vaccination programme to the
efforts of scientists, frontline workers and health
workers. Prime Minister Modi acknowledged their
contribution when he visited Delhi’s Ram Manohar
Lohia Hospital on the historic moment of the 100
crore doses and thanked everybody. He also
shared stories of several health workers during
his monthly ‘Mann Ki Baat’ programme. Poonam
Nautiyal, posted as ANM at Chani Korali Center in
Bageshwar district of Uttarakhand, mentioned the
challenges while interacting with the Prime Minister.
“Sometimes, the roads used to be blocked due to
rains. We had to cross the rivers several times for
vaccination. We used to walk 8 to 10 km daily in the
lowlands. Despite these difficulties, we resolved
that not a single person should be spared and gave
vaccines to people by visiting them. Many people
had to be persuaded for this, but we managed to
fulfill our goal.” It is because of the undaunting
spirit of people like Poonam that Uttarakhand
emerged as the first state to administer 100% first
dose of Covid vaccines.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi also wrote a
special article, referring to the challenges of the
vaccination program: “Till today, only a handful
of countries have developed their own vaccines.
More than 180 countries are dependent on an
extremely limited pool of producers and dozens of
nations are still waiting for the supply of vaccines,
even as India has crossed 100 crore doses! It is
here that credit should be given to Indian scientists

WORLD LEADERS SHOWER
PRAISE ON INDIA

Several countries, from Maldives to Sri Lanka
and America to Israel, congratulated India
on its historic achievement. WHO DirectorGeneral Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus said,
“India achieved the goal of vaccine equity
targets by protecting its vulnerable population
from the virus.” Congratulating Prime
Minister Narendra Modi for India’s successful
vaccination campaign, Israel’s Prime Minister
Naftali Bennett said: “These life saving
vaccines will help us win the ongoing war
against the Corona pandemic.” The US said,
"This is a historic victory of India's collective
effort. It has played a big role in winning the
battle against Corona.”

LOWEST EVER CASES AFTER 248 DAYS,
VACCINATION CROSSES 106 CRORES MARK
On November 1, 12,514 new cases of Covid were
registered. The recovery rate of Corona patients
has reached 98.20%. At the same time, the total
vaccine dose has crossed the 106 crores milestone
till November 1. The total number of active cases
in India is 1,58,817, which is the lowest in the last
248 days. At the same time, more than 60.92 crore
(60,92,01,294) samples have been tested for COVID
so far.

INDIA'S VACCINATION
COVERAGE EXCEEDS

106.31 CRORES

At present, the
current rate of
recovery from Covid
in India is 98.20%.

Active cases presently
constitute 0.46 per cent of the
country's total positive cases,
the lowest since March 2020.

FIGURES : AS ON NOVEMBER 1, 2021

AFTER BECOMING SELF-RELIANT IN
VACCINATION, NOW INDIA ASSUMES
THE NEW ROLE AS THE WORLD'S
LARGEST VACCINE MANUFACTURER
and entrepreneurs for rising to the occasion. It
is due to their talent and hard work that India is
truly Aatmanirbhar when it comes to vaccines.
In a country of the scale of India, it is not
enough to just produce. Focus has to be on
last mile delivery and seamless logistics. To
understand the challenges involved, imagine
the journey taken by one vial of vaccines. From
a plant in Pune or Hyderabad, the vial is sent
to a hub in any of the states, from where it is
transported to the district hub.
From there, it reaches a vaccination centre.
This entails the deployment of thousands
of trips taken by flights and trains. During
this entire journey, the temperature has to
be maintained in a particular range which
is centrally monitored. For this, over 1 lakh
cold-chain equipment were utilized. States
were given advance notice of the delivery
schedule of the vaccines so that they could
plan their drives better and vaccines reached
them on the pre-decided days. This has been
an unprecedented effort in the history of
independent India.
All these efforts were complemented by
a robust tech platform in CoWIN. It ensured
that the vaccine drive was equitable, scalable,
trackable, and transparent. It also ensured
that a poor worker could take the first dose in
his village and the second dose of the same
vaccine in the city where he works, after the
required time interval.”
If India is setting new records in vaccinations,
it is because of the continuous efforts being
made to strengthen the health infrastructure in
the country. Now India is aiming to develop a
modern health infrastructure to deal with any
such epidemic.
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COMBATING TERRORISM
The abolition of Article 370, opened the way for development in the Kashmir valley. This
place which is also called the paradise on earth is now walking shoulder to shoulder like
other states of the country. Kashmir which remained in the grip of terrorism for 31 years
due to the nefarious intentions of the neighboring country is now writing a new script of
development. During his visit to Kashmir, Home Minister Amit Shah flagged off many
development projects. He also gave a tough message to the masters of terror as he
visited the families of police personnel martyred in the terror attack or spent time with
BSF jawans. Signaling his resolute intentions he got the bulletproof glass from the stage
removed and said- I have come to befriend the youth of the valley...
AFTER GETTING THE BULLETPROOF GLASS
SHIELD REMOVED AMIT SHAH SAID PEOPLE SHOULD REMOVE THE FEAR

Before addressing a public meeting in
Srinagar, Home Minister Amit Shah got the
bulletproof glass shield removed and said
that he is neither wearing a bulletproof jacket
nor has any security. That's how I stand in
front of you. The people of the valley should
also remove fear from their hearts. You trust
the Indian government and us. In his address,
the Home Minister made it clear that he
would not talk to Pakistan, but to the people
and youth of the Valley. He will make friends
with the youth of the valley.

T

he youth is the driver of change in any
field. The young demography of Jammu
and Kashmir where about 70 percent of its
population is below 35 years of age is at the cusp
of transition. Earlier the incidences of stone-pelting
and violence from Kashmir grabbed the headlines
but today the youth of Jammu and Kashmir under
the leadership of Prime Minister Narendra Modi
is talking about development, education, and
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employment. This is the reason why Home and
Cooperation Minister Amit Shah, on his four-day
visit to Jammu and Kashmir, said, "No matter how
hard one tries now, no one can stop this wind of
change." These words of Home and Cooperation
Minister Amit Shah show the Government's
intentions to turn youth into the ambassador of
peace and development of Jammu and Kashmir
by inculcating hope in their minds, connecting

DEVELOPMENT
GETS A BOOST

GAVE A STERN MESSAGE TO TERROR HANDLERS - NO
ONE CAN STOP THE WIND OF CHANGE
n

n

n

n

n

n

n

The Home Minister went to Maqwal, the last village on
the border in Jammu, to take the stock of the condition of
the villagers. Also met BSF jawans and spent some time
with them. Paid obeisance at Gurdwara Digiana Ashram in
Jammu to pray for the happiness and prosperity of everyone.
Provided appointment letters to Panchayat Accounts
Assistants, persons to be appointed in Category IV, approval
letters to beneficiaries of PM Svanidhi and Tejaswani Yojana,
and 500 right certificates for OTFD.
Addressed a public meeting in Jammu and also inaugurated
and laid the foundation stone for development schemes.
Inaugurated the new IIT campus in Jammu. Built at a cost
of Rs 210 crore, this campus has all the facilities like good
hostel, gym, indoor games along with higher education
facilities for the students.
Met the families of security personnel who were martyred
while fighting terrorists and the families of civilians killed
in terrorist incidents. Inaugurated international flight from
Srinagar to Sharjah.
Held a review meeting with senior officers of Armed Forces,
Central Police Forces, Police and Security Agencies in
Srinagar. Paid homage to martyred J&K Police jawan Parvez
Ahmed Dar by visiting his house.
Interacted with the members of the Youth Club in Srinagar.
He met Sufi saints and discussed extensively to restore
peace and encourage co-existence.
Inaugurated and laid the foundation stone of various
development projects in Srinagar and addressed a public
meeting. Spent the night at CRPF camp and addressed
jawans. Also, paid tribute to the brave soldiers who were
martyred in the cowardly terrorist attack of Pulwama
by visiting the Pulwama Martyrs Memorial and planting
saplings in memory of the brave martyrs.

them with development. No one will ever be able to
disturb the peace of Kashmir.
Today, the Modi government wants the youth of
Kashmir to pick up books, not stones, not weapons
but become engines of growth, and make their lives
better.
After the abolition of unjust Article 370, the
people of Jammu and Kashmir were given their
rights. Due to this now injustice has ended to put

n

n

n
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n
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Under the leadership of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi,
Jammu and Kashmir has
received an investment of Rs
12,000 crore. An investment
of Rs 51 thousand crore is
expected by 2022.
Metro is going to start in
Srinagar soon and Jammu
airport is also going to be
revamped with Rs 700 crore.
Work of 500-bed hospital in
Srinagar completed at a cost
of Rs 115 crore, the foundation
stone of Handwara Medical
College and construction of
roads worth Rs 4,000 crore also
started.
From March 2020 to March
2021, 1.31 lakh tourists visited
Jammu and Kashmir, which
is the highest figure since
independence.
Under the new helicopter
policy, work has also been
started to connect every district
by making helipads in every
district of Jammu and Kashmir.
Direct connectivity between
Srinagar-Sharjah will boost
tourism. This will enable the
Srinagar airport to again get the
recognition of an international
airport After 11 years.

Jammu and Kashmir on the fast path to progress.
Now the development in both Jammu and Kashmir
is continuing at a brisk pace. Now the people are
getting their rights and benefits of various schemes
according to the constitution. Jammu and Kashmir
is very close to the heart of Prime Minister Narendra
Modi where bringing development and positive
change in the lives of its people has become his
priority.
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EMPOWERING POOR BY

PROVIDING HOUSES

Owning a house opens the door to respect, confidence, an assured future, a new identity,
and growing possibilities. The efforts to provide houses to the poor and needy have
been accorded the top priority that too till the completion of 75 years of independence.
Undoubtedly this will be the biggest treat of the Amrit Mahotsav for the poor. With this
ambition, the Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana was started in 2015. With the construction of
more than 3 crore pucca houses, the dream of the roof over every head is becoming true...

V

imlesh of Agra earlier lived in a broken kutcha
house. But now she has got a new pucca
house under the Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana.
Vimlesh says, “Earlier when relatives used to come
to the house, I felt ashamed. It was difficult to even
imagine that I would ever have a pucca house. But
PM Awas Yojana made my dream of home come true.
The story of Babita, who lives in Lalitpur, Uttar
Pradesh, is similar to that of Vimlesh. She had to
live under abject conditions where water would drip
from the roof of the kutcha house in the middle of
the rain making it difficult to even cook food and it
was very difficult living among insects. However,
after receiving the house under the Prime Minister's
housing scheme, those days are only a bad memory
for her.
Bua Ditta of Jammu, Ramjanki Pal of Kanpur, and
80-year-old Shashi Barik from Balangir, Odisha are
also among the beneficiaries of PM Awas Yojana.
Shashi says, “We are now living in a pucca house.
Thanks to the government for helping poor families
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MY COMRADES, WHO USED TO
LIVE IN SLUMS AND DID NOT
HAVE A PUCCA ROOF, NOW THREE
CRORE SUCH FAMILIES HAVE GOT
THE OPPORTUNITY TO BECOME
MILLIONAIRES. UNDER THE
PRADHAN MANTRI AWAS YOJANA,
ABOUT 3 CRORE HOUSES HAVE
BEEN BUILT IN THE COUNTRY, YOU
CAN GUESS ABOUT THEIR COST.
THESE PEOPLE HAVE BECOME
MILLIONAIRES
- NARENDRA MODI, PRIME MINISTER

A LOOK AT THE INSIDE OUT OF THE SCHEME
n

n

n

n

n

n

Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana-Gramin (PMAY-G)
means that the government itself has reached the
poor
On the basis of the Social, Economic, and Caste
Census 2011, the homeless and those living in one
or two-room kutcha wall or kutcha roof house will
get benefits in that order according to priority under
(PMAY-G).
For house construction, the assistance of Rs. 1.20
lakh is provided in plain areas and Rs. 1.30 lakh in
hilly areas.
Geo-tagging of house photos will be done at the time
of application and assistance. The first installment
of house construction will come within 7 days of
approval. Construction is to be completed in 12
months.
From the selection of the beneficiary to the
construction of the house and giving the house to
the beneficiary, the entire process is scientific and
transparent.
Earlier the poor used to chase the government, now
the government itself reaches the poor.

How to apply for
Credit Linked
Subsidy Scheme:

1.14
88.64

Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana-Urban (PMAY-U) is making
the dream of the urban middle class come true

This scheme was launched on June 25,
2015, which is divided into four parts

01
02
03
04

In Situ Re-Development (ISSR): In
this, the central government provides
assistance of one lakh rupees per
household. Rehabilitation of slum
dwellers with the help of private
developers.
Affordable housing with credit link
subsidy to weaker section.
Housing in Public-Private Partnership.
Increasing subsidy for house
construction.

The eligible persons can apply by visiting the Common Service Center by
paying a fee of Rs 25 along with an Aadhar copy and photo or by logging
on to the official website https://pmaymis.gov.in/. By filling in the Aadhaar
number and name, not only the eligibility will be known, but you can apply by
giving your complete information on the page that opens.

THE NUMBERS SPEAK FOR ITSELF

51.8

crore houses
sanctioned.

lakh houses
More
completed.
than
Total investment will be
Construction of lakh houses is in
lakh crore.
progress.
Central
assistance of

`7.52

`113179

crore released.
Figures till October 29, 2021

like us to build pucca houses. Now we are the owners
of the house ourselves.”
The promises to provide houses were made for a
long time but after every 10-15 years new assurances
were given and their names kept changing. As a
result, the targets of these schemes cannot be

achieved due to a lack of transparency and over
imposing rules. The Comptroller and Auditor General
has raised doubts on these plans in its report in the
year 2014. On the other hand, in the midst of an everincreasing population and mushrooming slums,
a large section of society was eager for one of the
New India Samachar November 16-30, 2021
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ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:

n

n

n

Economically Weaker Section
(EWS): The family whose annual
income is up to 3 lakhs. House size
30 sqm.
Low Income Group (LIG): Families
whose annual income is Rs 3-6
lakh. Middle Income Group (MIG):
Individuals whose annual income
is less than Rs 12 lakh. They can
avail credit link subsidy of Rs 2.35
lakh.
Middle Income Group (MIG) 2:
Individuals whose annual income

20891387
CRORE HOUSES
SANCTIONED

CENTRAL ASSISTANCE OF

n

is less than Rs 18 lakh. They can
avail credit link subsidy of Rs 2.35
lakh.
Houses up to 30 square meters with
water, sewer, and toilet facilities.
If you belong to the Low Income
Group (LIG) and Economically
Weaker Section (EWS), then a
subsidy is available in the interest
amount from Rs 1 lakh to Rs 2.30
lakh. For the reconstruction of
your house, the assistance of up to
Rs 1.5 lakh will be available.

MORE THAN

TARGET OF

`220101.23 16202194 27271133 22007799
REGISTERED
CRORE RELEASED.

HOUSES COMPLETED.

HOUSES.

FIGURES TILL OCTOBER 29 , 2021

Affordable Rental Housing
Scheme (ARHS) launched

An affordable rent scheme has also
been started under Pradhan Mantri
Awas Yojana- Urban. In this, a onebedroom setup of 30 square meters,
dormitories up to 10 square meters,
and LIG two-bedroom sets up to 60
square meters will be provided in the
government vacant houses or houses
developed by private developers in the
PPP model. A target has been given to
provide such rented houses near the
workplace to the migrant laborers from
March 2022. On the basis of the local
market survey, the urban local bodies
and operators or institutions will decide
the rent themselves.

A UNIQUE EXAMPLE OF SABKA SAATH-SABKA VIKAS-SABKA
VISHWAS WITH SABKA PRAYAS
n

n

n

n

n

The house is not made up of only walls and
roofs. There are more benchmarks to it including
amenities. The Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana
has also been linked with other schemes of the
central government. For example, the house will be
completed only when the toilet will be constructed
in it. For this, funds are made available under the
cleanliness mission.
There is a provision of 90/95 labor days of unskilled
labor under MNREGA. This amount is around Rs
18,000.
Electricity connection under Deendayal Upadhyaya
Gram Jyoti and Ujala Yojana, gas cylinder facility
under Ujjwala scheme, and tap connection for
water through Jal Jeevan Mission will be provided.
The total cost of this scheme is shared between the
Central Government and the State Governments in
the ratio of 60:40, while for the North Eastern and
the Himalayan States this amount is shared in the
ratio of 90:10.
Arrangements were made for training and
certification of masons all over India for the
construction of good quality houses.

most basic necessities of subsistence 'housing'.
Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana was brought in
a completely new avatar on June 25, 2015. First
Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana-Urban kicked off and
later to cover the countryside Pradhan Mantri Awas
Yojana Rural was rolled out. The target has been set
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Making way for women empowerment

Except in cases of widows, unmarried and separated
from spouse the house is handed jointly in the name
of husband and wife. Under the Pradhan Mantri Awas
Yojana-Gramin, 68 percent of the total housing has
been approved singly or jointly in the name of rural
women till the period of March 31, 2021.

to construct about 2.95 crore houses in rural areas
and about 1.12 crore houses in urban areas by the
year 2022. It was challenging to achieve the target
in a short period, but India is on the right path to
achieve it which signals the central government's
accountability to the people.

CABINET DECISIONS

GatiShakti to provide impetus to the development
One of the hallmarks of central government is to turn every plan into action. This
fact was further established once again; soon after Prime Minister Narendra Modi
launched PM-Gatishakti on October 13 the Union Cabinet approved it and also
paved the way for its implementation on October 21. This scheme is reflective of the
Government's intentions to put the country on the fast track of development through
giving impetus to infrastructure projects. PM Gatishakti for multi-modal connectivity
will ensure overall good governance at the heart of which is the people of India, the
industries of India, the manufacturers of India, and the farmers of India
DECISION: The Cabinet Committee on Economic
Affairs approves the PM Gatishakti National
Master Plan (NMP) paving the way for its speedy
implementation

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

IMPACT: Prime Minister launched PM Gatishakti
NMP for multi-modal connectivity on October
13, 2021. With the approval of the cabinet
within a week after its launch, the path for its
implementation will speed up.
This will give tremendous impetus to NextGen
Infra. Monitoring of PM Gati Shakti National
Master Plan will be done in the three-tier system.
The infrastructure will seamlessly integrate all the
projects and remove bottlenecks.
It will promote efficiency and economic benefits
by ensuring optimum utilization of resources.
Secretaries of 18 ministries will constitute a
multimodal network planning group. Monitoring
of PM Gatishakti NMP will be done in a threetier system. At the top of this would be an
Empowered Group of Secretaries (EGoS) headed
by the Cabinet Secretary.
PM Gatishakti NMP aims at breaking down
departmental boundaries and bringing more
holistic and integrated planning of projects to

solve the problems of multi-modal connectivity
and last-mile connectivity and implement them.
This will help in reducing the logistic cost. This
will bring more economic benefits to consumers,
farmers, youth as well as people engaged in
businesses.
With this approval, the implementation process
of PM Gatishakti will be accelerated resulting in
a holistic and integrated planning framework for
infrastructure development in the country.

DECISION: Good news for central government
employees and pensioners. The Union Cabinet
has approved the release of additional
installment of Dearness Allowance to Central
Government employees and Dearness Relief to
pensioners, payable with effect from 01.07.2021.

n

n

IMPACT: Release of additional installment
of dearness allowance to central government
employees and dearness relief to pensioners.
Dearness Allowance for them has been hiked to
31 per cent of the basic pay from 28 per cent.
The additional installment will be effective from
July 1, 2021. 47.14 lakh central government
employees and 68.62 lakh pensioners will be
benefitted.
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67th National Film Awards

DADASAHEB
PHALKE AWARD FOR
RAJINIKANTH

DRIVER
RAJINIKANTH REMEMBERS FRIEND AND
ARD
AW
LKE
PHA
HEB
ASA
AFTER RECEIVING DAD
When Vice President M. Venkaiah Naidu conferred
the Dadasaheb Phalke Award on Rajinikanth, a
well-known and revered actor in South Indian
film industry, everyone present there stood up
and applauded him. He thanked the fans for
this achievement and dedicated the honor to his
mentor, well-known filmmaker Balachander.

Vice President M. Venkaiah Naidu presented the 67th National Film
Awards for the year 2019 including the prestigious Dadasaheb Phalke
Award on October 25, 2021, at Vigyan Bhawan in New Delhi. The
National Film Awards jury announced the winners of the National Film
Awards for 2019 on 22 March 2021.....

BEST ACTOR AWARD FOR MANOJ
BAJPAYEE AND DHANUSH
Actor Manoj Bajpayee was awarded
the Best Actor award for his
memorable role in the film 'Bhonsle'.
He shared this honor jointly with
actor Dhanush. Rajinikanth's son-inlaw and actor Dhanush received the
Best Actor award for the film Asuran.

B. PRAAK - For his song Teri Mitti
from the Hindi film 'Kesari', B. Praak
was awarded the Best Playback
Male Singer and Sivani Ravindra
was awarded the Best Playback
Female Singer for the song 'Bardo'.
BEST FILM – Sushant Singh Rajput
starrer Chhichhore in Hindi, Asuran
in Tamil, and Bardo in Marathi were
awarded for Best Film.
VIJAY SETHUPATHI- Vijay Sethupathi
was given the title of Best
Supporting Actor for the Tamil film
'Super Deluxe'.
PALLAVI JOSHI - Pallavi Joshi was
awarded the Best Supporting
Actress award for her performance
in 'Tashkent Files'.
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KANGANA GETS BEST
ACTRESS AWARD

Kangana Ranaut won the
Best Actress award for her
performance in films like
Manikarnika - The Queen of
Jhansi and Panga. Kangana
reached the stage to receive
the award in a traditional
Indian sari and this is her
fourth National Award.
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100 crore vaccine doses are not just a number.
This is a reflection of the strength of the country,
the creation of a new chapter of history. This is the
picture of a new India which knows how to achieve
difficult goals. This is the picture of that new India,
which toils for the fulfillment of its resolves
Narendra Modi, Prime MInister

